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Exhibition conversations with Seattle-
based artists Claire Cowie and Leo 
Berk began well before COVID-19 
impacted the way we engage with 
the world. Once the pandemic 
became our new reality, the artists felt 
it was imperative that their MadArt 
exhibition, Niche Audience, address 
their personal (and our collective) 
experiences of isolation, retreat, and 
self-protectiveness. While reflecting 
upon these global shifts, the concept 
of a niche as a physical space for 
safety and solitude arose as the 
central metaphor for the show. Niche 
Audience comprises a collection of 
eleven architectural alcoves, with 
all but one hosting an anomalous 
human-like figure. Playing off of the 
exhibition’s title, Cowie and Berk 
chose to include one empty niche, 
inviting viewers to actively engage 
with the work and temporarily become 
part of the installation. In this way, 
the artists confuse the relationship 
between the figural sculptures 
and the viewer, each of which is 
simultaneously the exhibition and 
audience. 

Embarking on their first large-scale 
collaboration as domestic partners, 
Cowie and Berk were mindful of 
the ways in which Niche Audience 
could combine their individual 
curiosities, aesthetics, and material 
investigations to create an entirely 
new presentation of their work. In their 
solo practices, they employ different 



perspectives to examine people’s 
physical and relational existence 
within the world. Berk considers this 
largely from his public art practice, 
which is driven by his early interests 
in architecture and the ways in which 
the built environment can impact 
one’s interpretation of and movement 
through space. Cowie, on the other 
hand, utilizes a variety of media to 
create layered and imaginative, two- 
and three-dimensional worlds that 
reveal relational narratives between 
people, animals, and the environment. 

Niche Audience expands on these 
individual explorations by presenting 
a holistic and symbiotic interplay 
between the human form and its 
surroundings. Drawing inspiration 
from niches ranging from ancient 
spiritual rock shrines to Southern-
backyard bathtub Madonnas, the 
artists were inclusive with their 
research and gathered examples of 
human figures in compact spaces 
across history and cultures. They even 
included contemporary examples, 
modeling display cases that hold 
action figures and a Seattle city 
storefront made from meticulously 
stripped-down drywall. The figures 
that occupy these architectural 
recesses are representative not of 
one gender or family, but are meant 
to reflect a collection of individuals 
that encompass a variety of 
characteristics and emotional states. 

Fueling this diversity in style, texture, 
and color was the artists’ intention 
to create an entire show without 
purchasing new materials.This 

decision created an opportunity 
for them to think creatively about 
sourcing, which led to a mutually 
beneficial partnership with 
neighborhood construction sites. As 
much of an ecologically responsible 
decision as it was a personally 
imposed challenge, this choice 
required the artists to consider new 
ways of working with unconventional 
materials. Using almost entirely 
refuse, recycled, or found items, the 
need to remain flexible, responsive, 
and inventive became vital to their 
process. The outcome was rich with 
association and discovery, as familiar, 
yet obscure materials were presented 
in an entirely new context.  Together 
Cowie and Berk created a world 
that is distinctly imaginative, while 
simultaneously reflecting the textured 
complexity of our time. 

Emily  Kelly 
E xecutive  D irector +  Curator 
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I n  c onversat ion 
w i th Cl aire  C owie 
a nd  Leo  Berk 

What is  the  s ignif ican ce 
o f  the  show t itle ,  N iche 
Au d ience?
 
The tit le refers to several 
things. The idea that only a 
small  fraction of the public 
is real ly  interested in art  is 
especial ly fun to play with in 
this free, accessible space. 
The figures are l iteral ly in 
architectural  niches, and 
there is a question of who the 
audience is. Is it  the viewers 
looking at the art? Or the 
sculptural  f igures watching 
the public?

Fro m the  beginning,  it 
was important to  you 
that Niche  Audience  be  a 
r ef lection of  the  current 
g lo ba l  pandemic.  Can 
yo u  ta lk about the  ways 
yo u  c o ncep tually and 
str u cturally inc orporat ed 
this  into  the  work? 

Because we were planning 
our collaboration before the 
pandemic started, we were 
really struck by the effect 
it  had on us and the work, 
and how much it  changed 
our thinking about what was 
important to pay attention 
to. Like everyone, we were 
f inding ourselves isolated 
from most people, but also in 
much closer quarters to each 
other. Carving out a space to 
feel safe, have privacy, and 
maintain comfort became 
so valuable. We realized 
that the architectural  niche 
could serve as an appropriate 
metaphor as a space of 
protection, and also gave us 
a format that happened to 
suit  our individual practices. 
Leo has been making work 
responding to architectural 
spaces and materials for a 
long time, and Claire often 
uses found, mixed-media and 
is interested in relationships 
and the environment.

Your re s e arch i nto 
archit ectural  ni che s 
span ned across culture s 
an d his tory.  How di d  you 
set t l e  on the  speci f i c 
in spirat ions for the 
scul p t ural  ni che s  i ncluded 
in  t he  f in al  e xhi bi t i on?

AB OV E:
F ig u ral  scu lp tu re s in  b athtu b  niche  and 

carpet  Pad d ing  ro ck Cav e  Niche  



We were excited that 
niches are a part of almost 
every place and time 
where there have been 
people, and generally 
they provide a kind of 
shelter. However, they 
range widely in material , 
scale, and specific use, 
so that gave us a lot 
of room to experiment. 
We researched many 
different niches for a few 
months and saved images 
of anything we l iked. 
Then, when we found 
or were given materials, 
we looked for a natural 
harmony between those 
and a form. Sometimes 
the niche came first, l ike 
the wooden one, which 
was made from old bits 
of a neighbor’s fence. 
The figure there was placed 
and altered to work with that 
Byzantine-inspired space. 
Sometimes the f igures were 
resolved first, and dictated 
the niche concept, l ike the 
elevator crates l ined with 
white plastic, which were 
made to f it  the sculptures l ike 
collectable doll  boxes. The 
drywall  piece was inspired 
by a local storefront, the kind 
which is rapidly disappearing 
in the area as new construction 
goes in. The bathtub piece is 
a nod to bathtub lawn shrines 
found throughout the US. The 
large foam block felt  so similar 
to the ruins of Greek exedra. 

The carpet padding had a sort 
of i l lusion of rock, which was 
l ike natural  rock cave niches in 
Asia. 

In  N iche  Audi ence ,  you 
primarily  used refuse , 
recycl ed,  or  repurposed 
mat erials.  Why was thi s 
mat erial  approach i mportant, 
and how di d  i t  i mpact your 
creat ive  proce ss?  

Before we had ever arrived at 
our init ial  proposal ideas for 
MadArt, we had committed to 
using materials in a sustainable 
way. Because this space is 

so large, we knew we most 
l ikely wouldn’t  be storing al l 
the work afterwards. We really 
didn’t want to purchase new 
materials that we were probably 
going to end up throwing away 
shortly after. Once we had our 
theme for Niche Audience , we 
realized we could also address 
the construction and constant 
development in the area by 
sourcing many of our materials 
from the waste stream of these 
projects that were within a few 
blocks of MadArt. 

Another goal was to use the 
MadArt studio as a real art 
studio where we were not 
just assembling a planned 

instal lation, but 
conceiving and creating 
the work l ike we would 
in our own studios. By 
sourcing most of our 
materials from what we 
were offered and found 
during our residency, 
we were required to 
respond more quickly 
and dynamically to 
materials, to make room 
for surprises, and to 
rely less on our typical, 
individual methods of 
working.

The  f igure s  e ach 
e mbody indiv idualize d 
and e xpre ssive 
characte ristic s.  How 
did  the y c ome  to  be , 
and how do you think 

about the m c olle ctive ly  or  as 
indiv iduals?

They are individuals;  they 
are meant to be unique in 
expression, and informed by the 
nature of the found objects. This 
was a way to take advantage 
of disparate materials and to 
reflect their  isolation. But, of 
course, they form a community 
simply by being in the same 
larger context of the MadArt 
space, and that was also useful 
as a metaphor for our l ives. We 
must balance the complexit ies 
of both our individual selves 
and the greater society.



Cl aire  C owie ’s multi-media sculptures and works-
on-paper address loss, community, ambiguities 
in perception, shifting landscapes, and the 
fragmentation of memory. Cowie was born in North 
Carolina, is currently a Teaching Artist-in-Residence 
in the University of Washington’s Interdisciplinary 
Visual Arts Program, and her work is represented by 
James Harris Gallery and Elizabeth Leach Gallery. 
Awards include a Pollock-Krasner Grant, fellowships 
from Washington State Arts Commission, Artist 
Trust, Seattle Office of Arts and Culture, and the 
Behnke Foundation. Cowie’s work is included in 
the collections of: Allen Institute for Brain Science, 
Twitter, Facebook, Henry Art Gallery, Microsoft 
Corporation, Swedish Cancer Institute, Tacoma Art 
Museum, and Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

Le o Saul  Berk  believes his childhood spent living 
in a radically unconventional house designed by the 
visionary American architect and painter Bruce Goff 
shaped him to become the artist he is today. His work 
continues to examine the transformative potential 
of exceptional architecture to positively shape our 
lives. Based in Seattle, Berk has received the Betty 
Bowen Award and the Artist Trust Innovator Award. 
He has staged solo exhibitions at INOVA (Milwaukee), 
Seattle Art Museum, and Frye Art Museum.

a bout the  art ist s
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MadArt i s  a  c ontemporary art  organization located in  Seat tle , 
Was hi n g to n.  W e  serve  as  a  catalyst  for making new install ation-based 
w o rks  by  s up p o rting artists  and enc ouraging them to  e xperiment with 

mate ri al s  an d ideas  that e xpand their  profe ssional  practice s. 

Mo re  i n f o rmati on about madart and our previous  and upc oming 
p ro g ramming can be  found at  w w w.madartseat tle .c om or 

@madartseat tle


